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SECTION I—READING
Read the entire article carefully and answer in English the questions which follow it. The
article is about Chinese students abroad.
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Marks

QUESTIONS
1. Some university teachers from Britain and Australia were asked their
opinion of Chinese students abroad. (lines 1–4)
(a) What was the first comment they made?

1 point

(b) Mention any two ways in which they think Chinese students could
2 points
improve.
2. Professor Brown from a British university made some further comments.
(lines 5–9)
What did he say about the study habits of Chinese students? Mention any
2 points
two things.
3. Chinese students have a different approach to studying. (lines 10–13)
(a) What do many Chinese students ask their teacher?

1 point

(b) What comment did a teacher at Melbourne University make about
this?
2 points
(c) What other points did he make?

2 points

4. (a) What point was made by a professor from a College of Art in the UK?
(b) Why does she think this is important?

1 point
1 point

5. Professor MacDonald made some comments about Chinese students living
in the UK. (lines 18–23)
(a) What do many Chinese students find difficult to get used to?
2 points

Mention two things.
(b) What suggestion does Professor MacDonald make?

1 point

(c) Why would it be easy to do this in his university?

1 point

6. Some Chinese students were asked what they thought about studying
abroad. (lines 25–27)
(a) What do they say is difficult for them?

2 points

(b) What points does the student from Dalian make?

2 points
(20 points)
= 20 marks

7. Translate into English:
ᅌ⫳ץឝ䁆ᮍ䴶خᮄⱘ௫䀺……ⲵ㌤ড়Ё᭛࣪㽓ᮍ᭛࣪Ǆ
10
(30)

(lines 7–9)

[Turn over for SECTION II on Page four
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SECTION II—DIRECTED WRITING
Marks
Last summer you were part of a school group who went on an organised trip to
China.
You have been asked to write a report about your trip in Chinese (Traditional) for
your class magazine.
You must include the following information and you should try to add other
relevant details:
·

when you left Scotland and how many people were in the group

·

where you stayed and what you thought of your accommodation

·

what you did during the day

·

what you had to eat and drink in a restaurant one night

·

what you liked best about the visit

·

why you would recommend a similar visit to other young people.

Your account should be 180–250 characters in length.
Marks will be deducted for any area of information that is omitted.

[END OF SPECIMEN QUESTION PAPER]
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Cantonese Higher Reading and Directed Writing
Specimen Marking Instructions
Section 1—Reading.
Questions
1. Some university teachers from Britain and Australia were asked their opinion of Chinese
students abroad. (lines 1–4)
(a) What was the first comment they made?
1 point
•

clever and work hard

(b) Mention any two ways in which they think Chinese students could improve.
2 points
•
•
•

take more time to think about/reflect on what they’re doing
show more/increase the level of independence in studying
communicate more with students from other countries

(any 2 from 3)

2. Professor Brown from a British university made some further comments. (lines 5–9)
What did he say about the study habits of Chinese students? Mention any two
things.
2 points
•
•
•

they don’t know how to relax
too much time is spent on studying
they need a better balance in their lifestyle
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(any 2 from 3)

Cantonese Higher Reading and Directed Writing
Specimen Marking Instructions (continued)
3. Chinese students have a different approach to studying. (lines 10–13)
(a) What do many Chinese students ask their teacher?
1 point
•

which book will help them with their exams

(b) What comment did a teacher at Melbourne University make about this?
2 points
•
•

may be able to get good results by memorising things/rote learning in
China
but it wouldn’t work in Australia

(c) What other points did he make?
2 points
•
•

Chinese students are reluctant/unwilling to ask questions
they feel it shows a lack of respect/disrespectful to the teacher

4. (a) What point was made by a professor from a College of Art in the UK?
1 point
•

don’t like to criticise other people’s work

(b) Why does she think this is important?
1 point
•

criticism/good advice can be helpful/can help others make progress
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Cantonese Higher Reading and Directed Writing
Specimen Marking Instructions (continued)
5. Professor MacDonald made some comments about Chinese students living in the UK.
(lines 18–23)
(a) What do many Chinese students find difficult to get used to?
Mention two things.
2 points
•
•
•

many shops shut at 6 o’clock
it gets dark early in the winter
not much to do in the evening

(any 2 from 3)

(b) What suggestion does Professor MacDonald make?
1 point
•

they should try to make friends with students who are from the UK and
other foreign countries

(c) Why would it be easy to do this in his university?
1 point
•

there are students from (about) 120 different countries there/many
opportunities to meet students of different nationalities

6. Some Chinese students were asked what they thought about studying abroad.
(lines 25–27)
(a) What do they say is difficult for them?
2 points
•
•

understanding different (English) accents
following/understanding lessons at the beginning

(b) What points does the student from Dalian make?
2 points
•
•

at home live with parents
when abroad have to (learn how to) live independently
(20 points)
= 20 marks
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Cantonese Higher Reading and Directed Writing
Specimen Marking Instructions (continued)
7. Translate into English:
ᅌ⫳ץឝ䁆ᮍ䴶خᮄⱘ௫䀺ˈϡ㽕াᡞᰖ䭧㢅䂆ᴀϞ˗ˈҪץឝ䁆ⲵ
㌤ড়Ё᭛࣪㽓ᮍ᭛࣪Ǆ
(lines 7–9)
10
•

Students should try / new ideas in various things / not just spend their time on
studying. / In addition, they should try their best / to combine Chinese culture and
Western culture.
(30)

[END OF SPECIMEN MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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Fill in these boxes and read what is printed below.
Full name of centre

Town

Forename(s)

Surname

Date of birth
Day Month Year

Scottish candidate number

Number of seat

Do not open this paper until told to do so.
Answer Section A in English and Section B in Chinese (Traditional).
Section A
Listen carefully to the recording with a view to answering, in English, the questions printed in this
answer book. Write your answers clearly and legibly in the spaces provided after each question.
You will have 2 minutes to study the questions before hearing the dialogue for the first time.
The dialogue will be played twice, with an interval of 2 minutes between the two playings.
You may make notes at any time but only in this answer book. Draw your pen through any notes
before you hand in the book.
Move on to Section B when you have completed Section A: you will not be told when to do this.
Section B
Do not write your response in this book: use the booklet provided.
You will be told to insert the booklet inside this book before handing in your work.
You may consult a Chinese dictionary at any time during both sections.
Before leaving the examination room you must give this book to the invigilator. If you do not, you may
lose all the marks for this paper.
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DO NOT
WRITE IN
THIS
MARGIN

Marks
Section A
Jipeng, a 17 year old high school student in China, talks about his favourite
pastime, films.
1. (a) Apart from watching films, what other leisure activities do Jipeng
2 points
and his friends do? Mention any two.

(b) How does he think they benefit from these activities?

2. Why does Jipeng like watching films best? Give any two reasons.

3. What do Jipeng’s parents think of his favourite pastime?

4. (a) How can Jipeng afford to go to the cinema?

1 point

2 points

1 point

2 points

(b) What does he say about his pocket money?

1 point

5. What does he say about certain types of films?

2 points

[X247/SQP345]
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Marks
6. What does he think are the benefits of watching films?

2 points

7. Why does Jipeng find the “Harry Potter” films enjoyable?

2 points

8. (a) Why does he prefer to read the book before watching a film?

2 points

(b) Why would he not go to see the film if he didn’t like the book?

1 point

9. Why does he prefer to watch a DVD at home rather than go to the cinema?
Give any two reasons.

2 points

(20 points)
= 20 marks
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DO NOT
WRITE IN
THIS
MARGIN

Marks

Section B

䱯區ᑇᰖᡞ䳊⫼䣶䛑㢅ⳟ䳏ᕅǄԴⱘ䳊⫼䣶ᰃᗢ咐՚ⱘ˛
Դᰃᗢ咐㢅Դⱘ䳊⫼䣶ⱘ˛⚎Ҕ咐˛

ᆿ  ⓶ןᄫˈ䁾䁾Դⱘ㾔咲Ǆ

USE THE BOOKLET PROVIDED FOR YOUR ANSWER TO SECTION B

[END OF SPECIMEN QUESTION PAPER]
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Cantonese Higher SQP Listening/Writing Answers
Section A
Jipeng, a 17 year old high school student in China, talks about his favourite pastime, films.
1. (a) Apart from watching films, what other leisure activities do Jipeng and his
friends do?
Mention any two.
2 points
•
•
•

browse in/go to bookshops
go to the internet café
(go to the arcade to) play video games

(any 2 from 3)

(b) How does he think they benefit from these activities?
1 point
•

they help them to relax

2. Why does Jipeng like watching films best? Give any two reasons.
2 points
•
•
•

learns a lot from films
helps him understand different cultures
gives him a lift when he’s not feeling good/puts him in a better
mood/makes him feel better

(any 2 from 3)

3. What do Jipeng’s parents think of his favourite pastime?
•

don’t mind him watching films
1 point

4. (a) How can Jipeng afford to go to the cinema?
2 points
•
•

cinemas have special rates for students
many cinemas offer half-price on Tuesdays

(b) What does he say about his pocket money?
1 point
•

spends most of it on films

[X247/SQP345]
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Cantonese Higher SQP Listening/Writing Answers (continued)
5. What does he say about certain types of films?
2 points
•
•

likes comedies
doesn't like romantic films

6. What does he think are the benefits of watching films?
2 points
•
•

helps him to forget about studying
improves his English (when he watches English films)

7. Why does Jipeng find the “Harry Potter” films enjoyable?
2 points
•
•

the story/ it is appealing
shows life in British (boarding) school

8. (a) Why does he prefer to read the book before watching a film?
2 points
•
•

helps him understand the story better
film misses out things which are in the book

(b) Why would he not go to see the film if he didn’t like the book?
1 point
•

waste of time

9. Why does he prefer to watch a DVD at home rather than go to the cinema?
Give any two reasons.
2 points
•
•
•

parents take children who are often noisy
can invite his friends to watch DVD
it is cheap and convenient

(any 2 from 3)
Total: 20 points

[END OF SPECIMEN MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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This paper must not be seen by any candidate.

The material overleaf is provided for use in an emergency only (eg the recording or equipment
proving faulty) or where permission has been given in advance by SQA for the material to be read
to candidates with additional support needs. The material must be read exactly as printed.
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Cantonese Transcript—Higher

Instructions to reader(s):
The dialogue below should be read in approximately 5½ minutes. On completion of the
first reading, pause for two minutes, then read the dialogue a second time.
Where special arrangements have been agreed in advance to allow the reading of the
material, those sections marked (f) should be read by a female speaker and those marked
(m) by a male.
Candidates have two minutes to study the questions before the transcript is read.

Jipeng, a 17 year old high school student in China, talks about his favourite pastime, films.
(f)
(m)

ԴԴⱘৠᅌˈϡϞ䂆ⱘᰖ᳗خѯҔ咐⌏ࢩਸ਼˛
៥ץ㍧ᐌএ䗯ᑫˈⳟ䳏ᕅˈϞ㎆৻ˈ᳝ᰖˈгএ䘞ῖจᠧ䘞᠆″Ǆ䗭ѯ⌏ࢩৃҹ
䅧៥ץᬒ僚Ǆ

(f)
(m)

ԴןҎ↨䓗୰ℵҔ咐ῷⱘ⌏ࢩ˛
៥᳔୰ℵⳟ䳏ᕅǄ⠆៥ৃҹᕲ䳏ᕅ㺣ᅌࠄᕜᵅ㽓ˈᐿࡽ៥ⶁ㾷ϡৠⱘ᭛࣪Ǆ᳝ⱘ
ᰖབᵰᖗᚙϡདˈৃҹᖬ㿬ϡདⱘᛳ㾎Ǆ

(f)
(m)
(f)
(m)

Դⱘ⠊↡ᇡԴⳟ䳏ᕅ᳝Ҕ咐ᛇ⊩˛
៥ⱘ⠊↡ϡডᇡ៥ⳟ䳏ᕅǄ
㙑䁾䳏ᕅ⼼ϡ֓ᅰˈԴ᳝䣶এ䳏ᕅ䰶ⳟ䳏ᕅ˛
ⳟ䳏ᕅᰃϡ֓ᅰˈৃᰃˈ䳏ᕅ䰶䛑᳗㌺ᅌ⫳ᡬᠷǄ㗠Ϩᕜ䳏ᕅ䰶᳗↣ן᯳ᳳѠ᳝
ञۍǄ៥ᑇᰖ䚼ߚⱘ䳊⫼䣶䛑㢅ⳟ䳏ᕅϞǄ

(f)
(m)
(f)
(m)

Դϔ㠀୰ℵⳟҔ咐ῷⱘ䳏ᕅਸ਼˛
៥↨䓗୰ℵ୰࡛⠛ˈ៥ϡ୰ℵᛯᚙ⠛Ǆ
Դ㾎ᕫⳟ䳏ᕅ᳝Ҕ咐ད㰩˛
ⳟ䳏ᕅ᳗䅧៥ᖬ㿬ᅌ㖦ⱘ㎞ᔉǄ⭊៥ⳟ㣅䁲䳏ᕅⱘᰖˈгৃҹᦤ催៥ⱘ㣅䁲∈ᑇǄ
䃯ϔ䃯Դ᳔୰ℵⱘϔ䚼䳏ᕅǄ 
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(f)
(m)

䃯ϔ䃯Դ᳔୰ℵⱘϔ䚼䳏ᕅǄ 
៥᳔୰ℵⱘ䳏ᕅᰃǉજ߽⊶⡍ǊǄ⚎ϡԚᬙџᓩҎˈ㗠Ϩ䙘ৃҹⳟࠄ㣅ᆘᆓᅌ
᷵ⱘ⫳⌏ˈ䎳ЁᕜϡৠǄ

(f)
(m)

ǉજ߽⊶⡍Ǌ᳝ˈг᳝䳏ᕅˈԴᰃⳟܜˈ䙘ᰃⳟܜ䳏ᕅ˛
៥୰ℵⳟܜˈ⚎䗭ῷৃҹᐿࡽ៥ⶁ㾷ᬙџˈ䙘᳝ˈ⚎䳏ᕅা᳝ܽןᇣᰖˈ᠔
ҹ㺣᳝ⱘᵅ㽓ˈ䳏ᕅϡৃ㛑䛑᳝Ǆ

(f)

བᵰϡདⳟˈԴ䙘᳗ⳟ䳏ᕅ˛

(m)

བᵰϡདⳟˈ៥ህϡ⫼ⳟ䳏ᕅњˈϡᖙ⌾䊏ᰖ䭧Ǆ

(f)

Դ↨䓗୰ℵᆊⳟ䳏ᕅˈܝ䙘ᰃࠄ䳏ᕅ䰶ⳟ䳏ᕅ˛

(m)

៥↨䓗୰ℵᆊⳟܝǄ⚎᳝ѯ⠊↡ᐊᕜᇣⱘᄽᄤࠄ䳏ᕅ䰶ⳟ䳏ᕅˈᕜਉ僻Ǆᆊ
ⳟˈܝজ֓ᅰজᮍ֓Ǆ៥䙘ৃҹ䙔䂟᳟টϔ䍋ⳟǄ

[END OF SPECIMEN TRANSCRIPT]
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